Notes:
1) This visualisation is a planar projection panorama; View flat at a comfortable arm's length.
2) This data has been output directly from the wireline model; It ignores screening effects of woodland and other intervening objects.
3) All directions given as bearings relative to Grid North (BNG).
4) Location map scale: 1:25,000.

Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2020
© Crown copyright, All rights reserved. 2020 Licence number 100020565

Viewpoint Information:
Grid Reference: 264822E 606457N
Ground Height: 697m AOD
Direction of Centre of View: ³  124.80°
Horizontal Field of View: 80°
Vertical Field of View: 18.2°
Principal Distance:  812.5mm

Photography Information:
Camera:  Nikon D750
Lens: 50mm Fixed Focal Length
Camera Height:  1.5m
Photography Date: 25/06/2020
Photography Time: 19:34

Euchanhead Layout Information (turbine numbers on image):
Layout:	 euchanhead.wfl
Hub Height: 155
Height to Blade Tip: 230
Nearest Visible Turbine: T5 @ 2779m
Number of Sets of Tips Visible: ²  21
Number of Hubs Visible: ² 21
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